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Re-found in Translation

Robyn Adler

Allowing oneself to stumble and pause on decisions made in the translations of Lacan’s seminars and texts engenders an oblique lens through which one can re-find threads on the rocky path that returns to Freud.

One that strikes me is the translation of “duplicate” for the French “redouble” in the Mirror Stage when Lacan describes the virtual complex of the reflected environment and the reality it “duplicates”. In French it reads, “de ce complexe virtuel à la réalité qu’il redouble”. Duplicate reality or redouble it?

Duplicate is not an incorrect translation. Etymologically it comes from duo, two + plicare, to fold (from the PIE root plek, to plait) but the word redouble, etymologically ‘to double (something) again or repeatedly, multiply’, has the sense of intensification in quantity and repetition that is missing from the notion of duplication with its sense of ‘the act of making or repeating something essentially the same’ (from 1580s) or ‘a duplicate copy or version’ (by 1872) since the invention of the printing press.
With redouble we hear repetition as a mode of the real echoing from a traumatic event that cries out and insists from a kenotic wilderness, never to be re-found. The difference in mimesis here is between idol as facsimile or copy, a deadly adoration of nothing. Or icon, literally “as though” in the register of semblance, as the function of a living memorial emanating from a void, that acts by retroactively sweeping up and intensifying hystory. It is in this second sense that images fixate and seduce us.
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